
To purchase back issues, send a check or money order 
(made payable to Kenzer and Company) to:

______________________
Kenzer & Company 

Mail Order Fulfillments
1935 S. Plum Grove Rd., Ste. 194 Palatine, IL 60067_______________________

or fax/E-mail [kenzerco@aol.com] a valid Visa, MasterCard, or Discover
card number, your signature, card type and expiration date to us at (847)

397-2404. Please include $2 per Vault, $1 for the first comic
and 50¢ per additional comic for shipping and handling.

We got your back issues right here bub!!
KODT No.#4 “Have Dice Will Travel” $3.45
KODT No.#5 “Master of the Game” $3.95
KODT No.#6 “Plays Well With Others” $5.95
KODT No.#7 “The Dice Man Cometh!” $5.95
KODT No.#8 “An Orc By Any Other Name” $5.95
KODT No.#9 “Two Dice For Sister Sara” $4.95
KODT No.#10 “Let the Dice Fall Where They May” $5.95
KODT No.#11 “When in Doubt: Hack!!” $2.95
KODT No.#12 “The Good, The Bad, and the Unlucky!” $2.95
KODT No.#13 “Men That Hack” $2.95
KODT No.#14 “A Fist Full of Dice and a Bad Attitude” $2.95
KODT No.#15 “Mama Told Me Not to Play!”” $2.95
KODT compilation “Tales From The Vault” $9.95

Top Ten  reasons to play 
Monty Python and the Holy Grail

10) We shall say “Ni” to you if you do not appease us!
9)  Questions Three Cards - What other CCG requires the players to answer trivia questions as part 

of the game?  Brush up on your Python trivia and you will excel at this facet of the game.
8)  Song Cards - Great for games at conventions, bars or anywhere in public.  Force your opponent 

to stand up and sing or they will face the consequences.
7) You get to kill stuff - Knights battling monsters, knights battling other knights, knights battling 

young virgins.  No, scratch the virgins, it’s too perilous.
6)  You get to pretend that you are a Frenchman - Play any of the Frenchmen cards and a couple of 

taunts on your opponent and you may soon believe you actually are an extraordinarily rude 
Frenchman with a silly accenta, you silly king!  We bring role-playing to card games in a hilarious way.

5)  One deck per player does it all - Specially designed starter decks allow players to play and win with just one 
deck.  Also, each deck is guaranteed to have at least two of everyone's favorite knights from the round table.

4)  You can use the Holy Hand Grenade of Antioch and blow thyne enemies to tiny bits.
3) There is but one punishment for setting alight the grail-shaped beacon.  Zoot, Dingo and the rest of the young virgins have 

been very naughty and they must be punished.
2)  Monty Python and the Holy Grail is the funniest movie of all time.  Each game is like rewriting the script of your favorite 

movie in your own particular ...um... ahh... Idiom sir?... Yes, idiom!
1) The killer rabbit - It has nasty, big, sharp, pointy teeth and is great fun to throw at your opponent.  But remember, in order

to run away, you must actually stand up and shout, “Run away! Run away!”.

And Now For Something Completely Different.....
A Card Game That’s Fun(ny)

Monty Python and the Holy Grail CCG is produced by Kenzer and
Company, the exclusive holder of the worldwide card game license from
Python (Monty) pictures, Ltd. Card content and Design © Copyright 1998
Kenzer and Company. All rights reserved. Movie stills © NFTC Ltd.

another fine
Kenzer and Company
product

60 card starter decks $10.95
15 card booster packs $3.45

Available at finer Game Stores or directly from Kenzer and Company.
To purchase cards, send a check or money order (made payable to Kenzer and Company) to:

______________________
Kenzer & Company 

Mail Order Fulfillments
1935 S. Plum Grove Rd., Ste. 194 Palatine, IL 60067_______________________

or fax/E-mail [kenzerco@aol.com] a valid Visa, MasterCard, or Discover card number, your signature,
card type and expiration date to us at (847) 397-2404. Please include 50¢ per starter deck and

25¢ per booster pack for shipping and handling.
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KENZER &
COMPANY

Knights of the Dinner Table #16
The Dice of Wrath

February, 1998
_______________

© Copyright 1998, Kenzer and
Company, All Rights Reserved.
Knights of the Dinner Table™
magazine is published monthly by
Kenzer and Company. 

Subscriptions: A one year sub-
scription (12 issues) is only $28.00
(US $32.00 in Canada and US
$50.00 Overseas). 

To subscribe, send a check or
money order (made payable to
Kenzer and Company) to:

______________________
Kenzer & Company 

KODT Subscriptions, 
2094 Camino A Los Cerros

Menlo Park, CA 94025_______________________

Back Issues: Back issues and
related merchandising are also
available. 

Legal Notice: Knights of the
Dinner Table, Dice of Wrath,
Grunge Warrior, CattlePunk
SpaceHack, KODT, Hack Master,
Gary Jackson Files, the Kenzer
and Co. Logo, and all prominent
characters and likenesses thereof
are trademarks of Kenzer and Co. 

Mailing Address: Kenzer and
Company, 2094 Camino A Los
Cerros, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

Internet: JollyRB@aol.com (edi-
torial inquiries only) or
KenzerCo@aol.com (non-KODT
inquiries only). World Wide Web:
http://members.aol.com/relkin/ken
zerco.html

Submissions: We accept submis-
sions for strip ideas, jokes, car-
toons, etc. We are interested in run-
ning anything that other gamers
and fans would enjoy. Send a
S.A.S.E. for writer’s guidelines.

Knights

DinnerTable

of the

TM

“The Dice of Wrath!”
Created by Jolly R. Blackburn

Ongoing Developers: Jolly R. Blackburn, Brian Jelke, 
Steve Johansson and David Kenzer

Cover by George Vrbanic
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GOT SOMETHING TO SAY??? HUH??? YOU CAN WRITE TO US VIA E-MAIL AT

JJJJ OOOO LLLL LLLLYYYY RRRR BBBB@@AAAA OOOO LLLL .... CCCC OOOO MMMM !!!! !!!!     OR YOU CAN SEND YOUR SNAIL MAIL TO

KKKKOOOODDDDTTTT    LLLLEEEETTTTTTTTEEEERRRRBBBBOOOOXXXX,,,, 11000033 MONROE PIKE, MARION, IN 4466995533

Wow! We asked you to write in and tell gives us feedback on
the issues and you sure have. In fact, we’ve received so much
mail in recent weeks that we felt compelled to expand the let-
ters page to two pages this issue to help catch up. While we
can’t publish  or reply to each and every letter, we do read them
all and consider what our readers are telling us. We encourage
you to keep sending those letters in. We really want to hear
what you have to say!!

Jolly R. Blackburn

Dear KODT,
Alright. Let's get the "hey I love your book " thing out of the

way right now. Because I do! It's really funny stuff. As Homer
once said, "It's funny 'cause it's true".  But…You talked down
to one of the only movies that cheered me up all year.

After a horrible year of movies like Batman & Robin,
Speed 2, and even the one movie that ripped off other movies
(at MY count 8), Spawn, The only thing that got me through
was MIB (hey, it was funny, alright), ConAir, and, yes,
Starship Troopers!

I know you are supposed to look at it from a gamers point
of view, but c'mon!  The acting? Were you expecting Charlton
Heston coming out and giving a report on how we should
"smite thy bugs and all else before them?!" 

Oh, I really am sorry you found the cleanliness and violence
confusing. IT WAS FREAKIN' WAR! Keep your gun clean
and your head up! You don't like body parts, don't see a war
movie! The propaganda DID work. It's called "dark humour".
Like Robocop. Evil Dead 2, and the PSI Corp. commercial on
Babylon 5. What about Doogie Howser as a psychic Int. offi-
cer? C'mon! That's about as frightening as O.J. making glove
commercials!

Now let's get to the "fart bugs" as you call them. You see,
maybe your head was caught in your box of gummy bears but
the bugs had this thing on their side called, "The bug brain".
You know, BUG. BRAIN. Get it. It was like smart and stuff!
You see, had you lifted your buttered flavored nose from your
"extreme bucket 'o corn" you would have seen the part where
it sucks a brain out and knows about everything the guy did.

Why couldn’t it have known where Earth was? What
physics is? It could have easily learned many things WE as the
audience don't know about.

Think a little. Do you want EVERYTHING spelled out to
you? Are you lethargic? Do you also own a clapper.  And how
come there just can't be bugs on a lot of worlds? They don't
need space travel. What about spores on a rock, thrust into
space?  Also, a big "duh" goes out to you. "Nuke the place from
orbit?" Oh ya. You can really settle on a radioactive planet.

"Hey ma! Can you help me get this 20 pound tomater outta
the garden?". 

You’re also talking military strategy from "Aliens"? 
“Hey look. An Alien. Ripley! Get your clothes off!"
To make sure the planet was clear, the ground troops had to

"sweep and clear". You can't just bomb and run. It's rude. I
know this will probably hurt, but when a man likes a woman.
You know, a girl. They look different. Curves and stuff.
Anyway, when a guy likes a girl, he does stupid things. This
guy joined the military. Cut him some slack.

I went to this movie to watch a lot of blood, guts, bullets,
body parts, spaceships, and all around male bravado and got
exactly want I wanted. Want to know how we game up here in
Spokane? With a lot of blood, guts, bullets, body parts, space-

ships and all around male bravado!
I hope you know I wrote this in good fun. You had to real-

ize there would be ramifications to ANY review, whether
good or bad, on ANY movie.

No hard feelin's?
Chris Martin

via E-mail
P.S. You want to rip on a movie for gamers? One word,

KULL. Go for it!

Wow! We hoped Don Bingle’s review column would gener-
ate discussion and it sure looks like it has. To be honest, most
of us on the KenzerCo staff loved Starship Troopers for what
it was - a great hack-em-up affair. I can’t think of another
movie with a higher body count, that’s for sure. We didn’t have
a chance to forward your letter to Don for comment prior to
going to press. If he wants to respond we will run it in a future
issue. Meanwhile, allow me to interject. As you pointed out,
Don’s reviews are from a gamer’s point of view. I think he’s
looking at the movies from the stand point of, “what would I
do if this were an adventure and I was a player in it?” Looking
at it that way, I can see a player protesting, “Hey! How the hell
are these bug farts hitting my planet from across the galaxy?”
Other than that, I’ll leave it to Don to defend his views.

Jolly 
Dear KODT,

First off, let me congratulate you on giving the gaming
society what it so desperately needed ...an avenue to make fun
of itself.  Sometimes gamers can just get too caught up in the
game and take things too seriously.  I myself have fallen vic-
tim to the rage of someone else pawing my dice (luckily,
nobody pressed charges).

However, I believe you may be unaware of the hazardous
situation your comic has unleashed.  No, I’m not speaking of
mass bed wettings or auto accidents.  This goes way beyond
that.    I’m speaking of genocide.  The horrible deaths of an
entire party of adventurers.  I will admit that I am partially to
blame.  I brought my collection of KODT to the “Semi-
Annual Jay & Pete Convention”.  

This festive event is a weekend long display of carnage,
dice-rolling, and mass intake of junk food and caffeine.
(when our wives/girlfriends let us) I decided it would be great
to break out the comics for a little “culture” in between
games.  Luckily, a bathroom was close by and no one was dri-
ving so we avoided any accidents.  Everybody was roaring
with laughter, except for the one guy who didn’t quite seem
to catch all of the jokes.  Secretly, we believe he is the 6th
Knight of the Dinner Table.  We have unanimously decided to
ship him via UPS so you could use him as a character study.
Just say the word…, please!

But I digress.  Unfortunately, some players were still idly
thumbing through issues of KODT when we started our next
game.  The game was constantly interrupted by random snick-
ers and assorted bouts of giggling.  After several attempts to
quell the players mirth, the frustrated GM began laying was
to our poor characters.  Mine was the first to fall.  I vaguely
remember being told that my fighter’s sword arm had just
been severed.  I’m a little fuzzy on the details, I was laughing
about a gazebo at the time.  Indeed, humor can be fatal.

BedlamBoyz
via E-mail

Our Readers Talk Back!
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We’re pleasantly surprised to find that so many gamers are
bringing KODT to the gaming table with them. I’m particular-
ly pleased because when I got into the game publication busi-
ness, one of my goals was to make a magazine that people
would want to share with their friends and bring with them to
the game.  Sorry about the character deaths.

Jolly

Dear KODT,
I just finished reading KODT #9 and wanted to tell you I

enjoy and appreciate the comic. It reminds me of happier days
and times when my friends were able to enjoy role-playing
games. Now we all live in separate states or on different conti-
nents, but KODT helps restore some of the camaraderie we
once enjoyed.

Reading KODT is fun because where else can the context of
lines such as “What is this, Vampire or Toon?” and things like
abusing the Champions rules to broadcasting a planet-wide
ultimatum to every TV and radio and cellular phone on the
planet with each and every member of the audience hearing it
in their native tongue be understood and held up to good-
natured ribbing? Only in KODT, of course.

Please keep up the good work. BTW, when are they going
to play Bunnies and Burrows? I mean, it’s only the greatest
role-playing game ever published....

I just wanted to say that I LOVE YOU GUYS!! I think that
KODT is hilarious. I was only reading it in Dragon but when I
saw the ad for the comic in the back I had to order a sample
copy. I received issue # 10 today and tore into it. I loved every
panel.

Its like you have been spying on my group’s adventures.
How’s this for a story? Me and my group were storming this
fortress to help the villagers overthrow the tyrannical rulers
who had been oppressing them. Well, when we get there we
discover that the fortress is surrounded by a 200’ gorge and it’s
100’ across. After about 10 minutes of discussion on how to get
across, our fighter/mage (a transplanted Irda) decides he’s
going to load himself into a catapult and fire himself over the
fortress wall so he can lower the drawbridge and let us cross.
Our Voadkyn ranger tries to stop him but the Irda knocks him
back and fires himself. The Irda is surprised and angered when
he regains consciousness on the other side with every bone in
his body smashed and an enemy soldier standing over him
shaking his head and holding a mace. The players excuse? It
worked in “Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves”.

Brian Shaver
via E-mail

Dear KODT,
I decided to take my chances on an advertisement in

Knights of the Dinner Table. A fairly inexpensive half page
ad, I didn’t figure it could hurt too much if it tanked. The new
issue apparently has shipped, though it hasn’t appeared locally
yet.  

However, in the past 48 hours I’ve gotten contact from two
distributors. The ad has already paid for itself. I’m very
pleased.

David Bolack
Plaid Rabbit Games

via E-mail

We’ve been fairly lax about soliciting advertising. Mainly
because we’ve been getting such good response from our own
in-house ads and have been reluctant to give up the space.
We’re pleased you are happy with the results from your ad. We
feel we are one of the best places around to advertise. Anyone
wishing to place an ad can write to: 1935 S. Plum Grove Rd.
#194 Palatine, Il 60067 or email Kenzerco@aol.com for our
ad rates.

David Kenzer
Dear KODT,

My first introduction to KODT was during an Earthdawn
session some time ago.  One of the players had bought the first

issue and was passing it around the table.  We took no less
than 45 minutes of game time reading and re-reading it.
Thanks for such a wonderful comic!

As far as our group is concerned, most of us play just like
Sara would want, but we do have our Brian!  

The man simply can’t stand systems in which you roll ran-
domly for character generation.  He wants to point-whore
everything out.  I once suggested going back to randomly-
rolled advantages and disadvantages. He threw a fit and pro-
claimed that he simply wouldn’t play.  

We play the Role-Master standard system, which reminds
me so much of the much-loved Hackmaster, only it isn’t
contradictory.  Well… that’s my opinion, at least.

Anyway, thanks again for your colorful gaming group and
all the laughter that they bring!  

akumakuma
via E-mail

(crawls back under the rock from whence he came)

Dear KODT,,
I just finished KODT #11, and I have to say, “EXCEL-

LENT!!” At work, we think that Scott Adams (of Dilbert
fame) keeps sneaking around and watching us to get ideas,
and I am starting to think that you are doing the same at the
gaming group I belong to… :)

Now we haven’t actually auctioned off another player’s
soul, just about everything else, but not their soul.  And I
thought that “THE VENUS ELIXER” was very well done, as
I have had the same thing happen in a game I ran...  And what
made it worse, the female player was dating one of the other
players, and it wasn’t the one she “fell in love” with, either. 

Eric Gearman
via E-mail

Dear KODT
My name is Rob, and I met some of your staff at

DragonCon last year. I just wanted to say that I found their
behavior exemplary.  I was so refreshed to find friendly faces
at a booth in the exhibition hall.  Being part of convention
staff, I am sometimes underwhelmed by the attitude of the
exhibitors.  I have been a fan of KODT for some time.  As the
full time DM of the group, I have more in common with poor
ol’ Felton than I would like to admit.  I am looking forward to
running the Kingdoms of Kalamar soon.

Rob Koper
via E-mail

Dear KODT,
I just finished reading issue #14, and I want you to

know I loved the insert of GameMaster's Workshop. I have
copied most of the old GMW from Shadis™ and keep them in
a notebook. I have been playing Kingdoms of Kalamar for
about a year and a half and I welcome any details I can get.
Do you remember the Hook, Line and Sinker titled "The
False Merchant" who was in reality a jewel thief? I just fin-
ished running that and it has taken off in several different
directions. I’d say it is finished, but I think it is going to devel-
op into a long running scene.  I will send you the details if you
might be interested. Anyway, keep up the good work.  Let's
hope KODT lives on for many years to come. 

Scott Meredith
via E-mail
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SpaceHack!® Pro Edition

not for WIMPS! 
50% more mayhem than

Advanced SpaceHack!® 6th Edition.

What do you want to Hack today?™

NEW fo
r 1

998

Ship in
 a Box®

Universe 

supplement

* some additional rulebooks supplementing the SpaceHack! Pro
manual may be necessary for proper game play

Hard 8 Enterprises ®Legal Notice: SpaceHack!®, Planetary®

®

© 1997 Gary™ Jackson™®, artwork © 1983 Elmore Vallejo, an
artist wholly owned, body and soul, by Hard 8 Enterprises®.

Conflagration™, SuperNova Ignition™, Hard 8 Enterprises®, What do you want to Hack today?™,
Gary™ Jackson™’s® likeness, this ad and associated artwork and typography, this magazine, and
your thoughts and those of your friends, associates, and family, are Trademarks, Copyrights, Patents,
and Trade Secrets owned by Hard 8 Enterprises® [a subsidiary of Gary™ Jackson™®].

Gary™ Jackson™’s®
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The Whistling Zephyr

JUST IN!!
HHHH AAAA CCCC KKKK MMMM EEEE TTTTAAAA LLLL

Collectible Body Parts!! 
Series A: Dwarven Pirates
Series B: Pygmy Dwarves

Trade ‘em! Build em!
Collect ‘em!

WEIRD PETE’S

OFFICIAL HACKMASTER™
TOURNEY SITE

HACKMASTER PRO GM-REFERENCE BOOKS24 Exciting Volumes for the Serious G.M.!!

OPEN

Hot off the Presses
HackFiles module
HF3: Mayhem in

Marion

Try our
gourmet
Coffee!!

New LARP from Hard8 !!

The Mouse Clans
of Claremont

hey sara,
what brings

you in here??

that time of year again, pete. B.A.’S
BIRTHDAY is just around the corner!!

AGAIN?? my goodness where does
the time go? wouldn’t it be nice if time
just drifted by and WE never aged??

i suppose! at
least i wouldn’t
be here wracking
my brain trying to
figure out what
to get my cousin.

aaaahhh, perhaps i can be of assistance. it just so happens
b.a. was in here this morning. he was drooling over the new

HACKMASTER PRO: GM REFERENCE LIBRARY!!!

really?? maybe i’ll just pick up one
of the books to help him start his
library. how much do they run??

$29.95 plus tax. hell, i’ll even
throw in a couple of

DWARF-IN_A-BOX sets,
since it’s his birthday!

have squirrely wrap it for me and
you’ve got a deal. THIS IS

GREAT!! b.a. will be so surprised.

okay, but it’ll be about
twenty minutes. squirre-
ly is off loading a ship-
ment of CATTLEPUNK

supplements.
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